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TOULOUSE - 15 May 

Race 4 

1. MZOON - Neck third in this company at this venue over 1400m on 

reappearance (soft) in March. Go close. 

2. DIHYA DE MONLAU - Down the field in the G3 Prix Nevadour at La Teste 

274 days ago. This looks an easier target if fit enough on return. 

3. VEDETTE DE LAGRIMODI - Beaten out of sight in previous six starts. 

Ignored. 

4. AINHOA DAMILI - 7L fifth in this class over 1400m at Dax last week. Place 

option. 

5. ASMA TOURETTES - 9.5L fourth on third outing at Tarbes over 1500m (soft) 

last month. Not ruled out. 

6. HAVANE DE L'ARDUS - 9.5L fourth in the G3 Prix Nevada II at this venue 

on first career start 203 days ago. Open to progress. 

7. SPELEA - Fine 2.5L third in this company at La Teste over 1900m (good to 

soft) last month. Attractive chance second up. 

8. HERA DE FAUST - 3.25L fourth on second career outing at Mont de Marsan 

over 2000m (good) in March. Each way claims. 

9. CELTIC MIREYA - Unraced No Risk Al Maury filly. Market check advised. 

10. HAYA DE MONLAU - Down the field in both starts to date. Improvement 

needed. 

11. KAREIRA DE PALMAS - Held eighth in this company on first start at Mont 

de Marsan in March. May improve. 

12. NOORAH - Unraced Majd Al Arab filly. Others preferred unless the market 

speaks favourably. 

13. NO DRUG AL MAURY - 19L sixth on second career start in the G3 Prix 

Nevada II at this venue. Could find a placing. 

14. PRINCESS JOYYA VATALA - Beaten a long way in 1400m contest last 

term here. Others readily preferred. 

15. DURAH - Unraced Munjiz filly. Consider for a trainer hitting some form. 
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Summary 

SPELEA (7) produced a fine 2.5L third at this level over 1900m at La Teste 

(good to soft) last month. Capable of finishing strongly second up. HAVANE DE 

L'ARDUS (6) was a fair 9.5L fourth in the G3 Prix Nevada II debuting 203 days 

ago. Firmly in the mix if sharp enough. MZOON (1) finished a neck third at this 

course on reappearance (soft). Can go close on best form. DIHYA DE 

MONLAU (2) can sneak a placing is this easier target after stronger form last 

term. 

Selections 

SPELEA (7) - HAVANE DE L'ARDUS (6) - MZOON (1) - DIHYA DE 

MONLAU (2)  
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Race 5 

1. NOT A LADY - Sixth at Bordeaux over 1600m in a handicap beaten 1.75L 

eighteen days ago. Off the same mark and should be competitive.  

2. VESPAMAN - Won two starts back over this course and distance in a 

handicap. Disappointed on sole outing since.  

3. VICTORY CAT - Third beaten 0.25L in a Dax 1400m claimer last week. Bit 

more needed back into a handicap.  

4. DJANNABI - Ninth at Tarbes in a handicap over 1500m beaten 5.5L two 

weeks ago. Dropped a further 0.5kg but still looks to need more help.  

5. GOUTTE DE LUNE - Ninth at Nantes beaten 6L in a handicap over 1600m. 

Previously third at Le Lion-D'angers the time before. Place claims.  

6. AL RASSOUL - Well beaten on last four outings. Won off a 1kg higher mark 

in February so cannot entirely rule out.  

7. MA PETITE TOSCANE - Seventh at Tarbes beaten 5L over 1500m in a 

handicap. Fairly consisent and could feature.  

8. MADEMOISELLE WOLF - Shown little in four career outings. Handicap 

debut but hard to consider.  

9. WAR ASSET - Returned with a second at Tarbes beaten 1.25L in a 1500m 

handicap two weeks ago. Fitter second up and big claims.  

10. MAGIC WHY - Eighth at Tarbes beaten 5L in a handicap over 1500m. Third 

at Bordeaux in a 1600m handicap beaten 2.25L before. Not out of this.  

11. PIWI CHOP - Well beaten in two outings in handicaps this campaign. Easy 

to rule out.  

12. SERAPHIM - Fifth at Bordeaux beaten 4.5L in a handicap four weeks back. 

Going well enough and can go ok.  

13. LA MISS - Well beaten at Tarbes in a handicap over 1500m two weeks ago. 

Needs to re-find form.  

Summary 

WAR ASSET (9) managed back to back seconds including at Tarbes in a 

1500m handicap beaten 1.25L. Looks the one to beat. NOT A LADY (1) was 

better than the bare result suggested when sixth beaten 1.75L in a 1600m 

Bordeaux handicap. May feature. GOUTTE DE LUNE (5) was not at best in a 
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Nantes handicap. Time before ran a 0.5L third in a Lion D'Angers handicap. 

Warrants consideration. MAGIC WHY (10) can be included based on a 2.25L 

handicap third at Bordeaux. 

Selections 

WAR ASSET (9) - NOT A LADY (1) - GOUTTE DE LUNE (5) - MAGIC WHY 

(10)  
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Race 6 

1. DIAMOND CITY - Struggled at Bordeaux in a handicap over 1600m. Winner 

three starts back at this course and distance. Dropping in class. Can bounce 

back.  

2. GRANACCI - Resuming after a 77 day break. Fourteenth at Cagnes-sur-Mer 

AW beaten 12L over 2000m. Better the time before and could re-find form.  

3. DELTA SPIRIT - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning a class three conditions 

race at Saint-Malo over 1800m. The second and third have won since. Top 

claims.  

4. BAILEYS DIABLE - Eleventh beaten 6.75L in a Bordeaux handicap over 

1600m. Has two wins over this course and distance from five starts.  

5. TAWHIRI - Seventh beaten 7.25L at Bordeaux over 1200m in a handicap. 

Up in trip for the first time but this needs to bring improvement.  

6. HAGWAAT - Makes handicap debut after finishing second at La Teste 

beaten 11L in a class four. Cannot entirely rule out.  

7. BAILEYS BALLE - Fifth at Deauville (AW) in a handicap beaten 1L over 

1900m. Dropping down in trip should not be an issue.  

8. BIBI VOICE - Tenth at Bordeaux beaten 5.25L in a handicap over 1600m 

eighteen days ago. Could place.  

9. LE BEQUET - Returned from a short break with a eighth beaten 4L at 

Bordeaux in a handicap over 1600m. Competitive again.   

10. SALSA DOLOISE - Only beaten 2.25L eighth at Bordeaux in a 1600m 

handicap. Has been thereabouts of late and is one for the placings.  

11. STAR CHIEF - Fourth over this course and distance beaten 1L in a 

handicap start of last month. Solid pick.  

12. SWISS BANK - Second at Bordeaux beaten 1L in a handicap over 1600m. 

Has not been outside the top four on last five outings. Top claims.  

13. CENTAURUS - Twelfth beaten 5.75L at Bordeaux in a handicap over 

1600m. Has a solid course and distance record.  

Summary 

DELTA SPIRIT (3) won by a neck at Saint Malo in a class three conditions race. 

The second and third have both since won and looks the one to beat. BAILEYS 
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DIABLE (4) previously had been in good form including a course and distance 

handicap win three starts ago. DIAMOND CITY (1) was 1.25L sixth at this track 

and journey two runs back. Struggled since but is expected to improve. 

HAGWAAT (6) is making his handicap debut and worth consideration after 

placing at La Teste. 

Selections 

DELTA SPIRIT (3) - BAILEYS DIABLE (4) - DIAMOND CITY (1) - 

HAGWAAT (6) 


